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your home
away from
home.
Designer living in Unterbrunn
near Munich.

surrounded
by
design.

so good you won’t want to leave.
For everyone who is looking for short-term accommodation but who is reluctant
to forgo design. For everyone who needs a home away from home that can also
offer plenty of recreational options. For everyone who values privacy but who also
wants quality service. For you, we built wohnrevier – short-term designer living in
south-west Munich.
Welcome to wohnrevier! The perfect hideaway for short-term, medium-term and
long-term lets. Choose from 31 newly built deluxe, terrace and gallery apartments
for 1 to 2 people, with modern design, exclusive furnishing and pure convenience
and comfort.
Enjoy a different kind of short-term accommodation – set amid the paradisical
landscape of Upper Bavaria.

Exclusivity down to the last detail.
Designer living you’ll fall in love with.
wohnrevier offers the ideal destination for a
relaxing break. Featuring exclusive furnishing
and high-quality materials, we provide you with
a special space and ambience for your own
personal fulfilment.

make
yourself
at
home.

the longer,
the better.
The stylish wohnrevier apartments were
designed to make you feel at home when
you’re far away from it. The clear, con
temporary design, the authentic flair and
the green surroundings evoke an instant
feeling of warmth and comfort.

deluxe apartments

You might want to stay for a while longer
than expected …

An exclusively designed dream space
with stylish living area and large
workspace.

gallery apartments
Simply beautiful.
No matter which of our apartments you choose
– be it for one or two guests – you can enjoy a
wonderful spaciousness afforded by intelligent
architectural design. Close the door behind you
and sit back and relax with high-quality furnishing,
including a modern kitchenette.

Generously sized over two levels –
your elegant maisonette apartment
with separate living and sleeping
areas.

terrace apartments

Ground-level apartment opening out
onto a private terrace – breathe in the
fresh air and enjoy the view.

close
to the
heart of
the city.
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This area in the delightful Five Lakes Country has an abundance of leisure options to
offer and wonderful natural landscape for you to enjoy. The area around Unterbrunn
is characterised by idyllic green valleys, deep-blue lakes and picturesque villages –
make the most of it with a hike, a bike ride or a jog, or simply rest and relax!
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The wohnrevier is a base that offers a diverse range of options. There are around
20 business locations in the local area that can be reached within 15 minutes by car.
The drive to the centre of Munich takes just 20 minutes thanks to a direct link to the
A 96 motorway. The Gauting S-Bahn train station is just 7 minutes away by car and
there are plenty of shops nearby on the Bahnhofstraße.
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do everything, or nothing at all.
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Country views within close reach of the city. What more can you ask for?
The wohnrevier is located to the south-west of Munich in the Five Lakes Country. It offers
excellent links to the A 96 (2 km) and A 95 (7 km) motorways, and to the Gauting and Gilching
S-Bahn train stations, as well as the 949 and 965 bus services.

